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Perfection or near-perfection is rare in any area of medicine. Dr. Bill Cham has achieved it in the
treatment of two common cancers, basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma. Dr. Cham's
treatment also eliminates actinic keratosis, a usually benign (but potentially malignant) skin
condition of middle ages and older. What's near-perfection? A treatment that: â€•Works nearly every
time â€•Has no adverse side effects â€•Is inexpensive compared with other treatments
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According to a recent story from the Associated Press, government advisers to the Institute of
Medicine are warning that the U.S. is facing a crisis in cancer care. The risk of cancer increases
with age, they said, and by 2030, new cases are expected to reach 2.3 million a year. They predict
there may be a shortage of oncology specialists to care for all of them. Of the 13 new cancer
treatments approved by the FDA last year, only one was shown to extend survival by more than a
median of six months. (Is that really extending life or just prolonging death?) The drugs all cost more
than $5,900 per month and that doesn't include doctor and hospital bills, surgeries, treatments, or
caretakers. It may be even worse since the studies used to test the different therapies didn't include
enough people over 65 who tend to have other health problems in addition to cancer. Part of the
problem is the complexity of the treatments, according to the report, which often involve genetic
testing to determine which tumors are most likely to respond to which therapy. One would think that
a totally new way to cure cancer would be welcomed with jubilation and relief, but as is often the
case, if the research comes from an outsider and is not based on some new drug, it is often

overlooked. Now for the good news! There is already a cure for some cancers. An old folk remedy
for skin cancer has been proven to be effective, not just for eliminating the cancer, but actually
replacing it with healthy tissue, leaving not even a scar to show where it had been. Many plants in
the same family as the common eggplant contain a chemical called solasodine glycoside, or BEC5.
When applied topically, the compound causes apoptosis (spontaneous death) in cancer cells,
effectively causing them to commit suicide.

I got the e-book free when I ordered Curaderm cream online (but not from because for some odd
reason they purged the product listing even though they used to sell it here). The only thing I really
wanted to know was how to use the cream, didn't care where it came from or how they discovered
it, just how to use it. Well the book has maybe 2-3 pages on usage out of almost 100 pages, the rest
of the book being theory and clinical results (with some fairly gory pictures).My only experience with
the cream was for a very suspicious black growth on, of all places, the palm of my hand, which I'd
had for at least 2 years (I watched it hoping it'd go away but it never did). Anyway, tried this cream
on it and after about 2 weeks most of the black thing came off when I went to change the bandage
to apply new cream. There was a bit of residual so I used the cream for about another week before
stopping. It's been half a year and so far nothing has returned, so I'm pleased to report this cream
helped me to remove it. I did try the cream on a bump on my nose, however I only did this for about
a week before stopping (the bump was gone and the flesh left looked ok), however the bump
returned after it healed, so my guess is I just didn't use it long enough in this case. However based
on my limited results I'd say Curaderm looks promising.The only other thing I'd add is you can
almost be sure the cream you get will be separated (must keep below 77F, which in America is hard
to do when it is shipped unrefrigerated, unless you order in dead of winter). There is a procedure to
reconstitute the cream, however my experience there is it only partially works, the cream will remain
very liquid, and not really be a cream anymore. This makes it more difficult to use.
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